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MULTIPLE MESSAGING PLATFORMS: MULTIPLE DOLLARS

Too often within many businesses customer messaging processes and systems are disconnected. 

Enterprises rely on one system to manage inbound and outbound email marketing, and entirely 

different systems for service-related messages and transactional messages. Or marketing email is 

outsourced to an email services provider (ESP) and everything else is handled in-house. This kind 

of multi-platform approach can result in choppy experiences for customers — the brand look and 

feel with marketing messages is completely absent in transactional or service messages. Disjointed 

 messaging infrastructure can also keep businesses from realizing the full value of  customer data 

because it’s difficult to share information across the platforms, or coordinate actions and processes to 

optimize the customer experience.

Adding to the dysfunction of messaging are corporate silos where message deployment systems 

and processes are walled off by business unit or function — finance maintains one system, opera-

tions maintains another, marketing uses an ESP and so on. This kind of approach — all too common 

within large enterprises — makes coordinated customer communication  virtually impossible. And now 

with mobile and social messaging streams becoming more  important for many businesses,1 these 

problems are becoming more acute as new systems for text and IM chat are layered on top of existing 

email infrastructure.

The pain businesses feel from the status quo is real, yet within many industries there hasn’t been much 

impetus to change. Maintaining an ESP relationship can in many cases provide perfectly adequate 

messaging capabilities at a reasonable price. And for companies maintaining their own infrastructure, 

the early generation MTA appliances or open source software (Exim, Postfix, Sendmail) that underpins 

many in-house email systems is relatively inexpensive to maintain (to a point), can support fairly high 

traffic volumes and, with integration and code development efforts, can be customized to meet 

changing business priorities. Yet the days of “good enough to get by” are not likely to last much longer.

MESSAGING IN THE MOBILE AGE

As we point out above, the rise of mobile, the smartphone/tablet revolution and social media are 

reshaping the communications landscape and sharpening the pains many businesses are experiencing 

with their messaging infrastructure. If current trends play out as expected, these challenges are going 

to become far more daunting in the near future. Radicati Group research2 indicates the total number of 

worldwide email accounts will increase from 3.3 billion in 2012 to more than 4.3 billion by year-end 2016, 

with total worldwide email traffic rising form 144.8 billion per day in 2012 to 192.2 billion per day in 2016. 

In addition, email will become a mobile experience for a far greater number of people, as approximately 

669 million people used mobile email in 2011, with this number expected to grow to 2.4 billion by 2016. 

Growth in text and chat mobile messaging traffic will increase even faster, with SMS text traffic expected 

to rise to 9.4 trillion messages in 2016, up nearly 60% over the 5.9 trillion sent in 2011. Global mobile IM 

traffic will increase from 1.6 trillion messages in 2011 to 7.7 trillion messages in 2016, doubling its share 

of global messaging traffic from 17.1% to 34.6% over the same time frame.
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CLICKING LINKS VS. TAPPING BUTTONS

It may be obvious, but it should be pointed out that more and more of this message traffic will be 

received and read by consumers on mobile devices — smartphones and tablets — and that this 

change will have profound effects. Internet analyst Mary Meeker from Silicon Valley venture capital firm 

Kleiner Perkins Caufield and Byers published a paper3 in late 2012 documenting the explosive growth 

in the tablet market. From April 2009 to January 2012, the number of adults in the U.S. owning a tablet 

or eReader rocketed from 2% to 29%. Other analysts have shown that smartphones and tablets are 

spreading faster than any consumer technology in human history, reaching market maturity faster than 

radio, TV, the commercial Internet and many other devices and technologies.4

Meeker makes a strong case that mobile computing is fundamentally reshaping the way humans live 

their daily lives, and it goes without saying that these changes will have enormous implications for 

online retailers and e-commerce sites. So many of the processes and methodologies that have grown up 

around Internet commerce — email marketing, fat-browser-oriented site design, engagement strategies 

— are very much based on the assumption that the consumer is interacting with the business through a 

desktop PC with a mouse and full-sized keyboard attached. With the desktop email experience you use 

a mouse to click on links. With the smartphone experience it’s far easier to tap buttons. What we might 

call the customer journey for online consumers was a fairly well understood concept within most vertical 

industries. That world is fading away very quickly and we’re entering a new communications environ-

ment where marketers are going to need to rethink the ways they interact with and engage customers.

WHERE TO START?

Given the shifting customer communication environment, it’s imperative that organizations embrace 

messaging capabilities and practices to improve the customer experience. But where to start? How can 

businesses revamp their messaging programs and practices to more effectively reach their increasingly 

mobile customer base?

• A single platform solution improves effectiveness: Companies can recognize significant business 

value by utilizing a single message management platform to support all types of digital messaging 

(email, text, IM, etc.), especially when it serves as a central communications hub for connecting 

business processes, data sources, applications and systems. Such a single solution affords the kind 

of control and cross-channel coordination required to deliver contextually relevant messages that 

enhance the customer experience — and ultimately drive higher loyalty and profitability.

• Consolidating email management improves coordination, control and cost efficiency: From a cost 

perspective, research indicates that businesses implementing messaging infrastructure and processes 

based on the consolidated multi-channel model can save 75% or more over conventional approaches 

using single platform per channel solutions. Typically, different business or functional units within 

companies use different point solutions to deploy email. Some rely on homegrown systems built on 

open source while others turn to various legacy commercial options or outsourcing (cloud) alterna-

tives. Managing brand and message consistency with this kind of hodgepodge approach to email 
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is difficult; integrating data and coordinating messages across them to ensure a positive customer 

experience is nearly impossible. By consolidating email management on a single solution companies 

can gain control over the full range of their customer communications and manage interactions in 

ways that support their brand, business and customer experience objectives.

• Integrating mobile enhances effectiveness and efficiency: Utilizing a single solution for both 

email and mobile can further extend the above benefits while driving a brand’s mobile presence and 

facilitating channel integration. Given how consumers are embracing mobile devices, a messaging 

solution that can enable mobile functionality in a cross-channel context will improve coordination and 

further consolidate message deployment systems to reduce costs.

BOTTOM LINE SAVINGS

To understand the full scope of the value delivered by a consolidated multi-channel approach, let’s look 

at the following measures of success and expected return on investment.

• Optimize opportunity costs: Simply increasing the delivery rate — with no assumption for improved 

click or conversion from better control and coordination — can result in recovering significant lost 

business opportunity. Increased revenue should result in any business scenario where there is unmet 

demand and an adequate capacity to fulfill it. Many companies rely on legacy technology that was 

not designed for the volume and complexity of email they are sending today. By improving the 

delivery rate, an organization can increase revenue from email programs by approximately $785,000 

annually. This revenue bump is based on improving the delivery rate from 87% to 96.5% (see Figure 1).

OPPORTUNITY COST (increased revenue/profit) CURRENT CHANGE PROPOSED 

Yearly email volume 60,000,000 60,000,000

Delivery rate 87.0% 9.5% 96.5%

Click rate 14.5% 14.5%

Online conversion rate 1.0% 1.0%

Average sale size $95.00 $95.00

Online revenue per delivered email $0.138 $0.138

Online revenue per year $7,190,550 $785,175 $7,975,725

Undelivered emails 7,800,000 5,700,000 2,100,000

Revenue opportunity of undelivered emails $1,074,450 $785,175 $289,275

Margin on revenue 9.5% 9.5%

Opportunity cost $102,073 $74,592 $27,481

FIGURE 1: OPTIMIZED OPPORTUNITY COST, INCREASED REVENUE AND PROFITS5
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• Decrease mobile message costs: By moving to a single platform for managing all digital messages, 

organizations can not only reap the aforementioned revenue gains but also reduce mobile message 

costs by as much as 46%. Based on standalone mobile messaging costs, organizations can cut 

per-message fees nearly in half to approximately two and half cents per message. Furthermore, by 

utilizing a single solution for all forms of digital messaging, organizations can improve their ability to 

meet customer messaging preferences and ultimately the relevance of those messages.

NOT READY FOR MOBILE? SAVE ON EMAIL

Not all enterprises have a compelling business case to deploy text or IM as customer communica-

tion channels in the near term. Even if you’re conducting customer interactions through email only, 

however, there are still many advantages to be had through consolidating email infrastructure onto 

a unified solution.

• Email is the most profitable direct marketing channel: Using a calculator6 that The Relevancy 

Group developed in cooperation with the Direct Marketing Association’s Email Experience Council, it 

was discovered that on average an email subscriber is worth $118. Additionally, a study by The Direct 

Marketing Association has stated that for every dollar spent on email marketing in 2014, marketers 

can expect an estimated return on investment (ROI) of $44.25.7 Such measures should motivate the 

organization to drive further efficiency from this channel.

• Improving email delivery drives incremental revenue: It does not matter how creative or compel-

ling your email programs are if they don’t reach the intended recipients. Simply, low delivery rates 

mean lost revenue. Increasing delivery rates can result in recovering significant lost business oppor-

tunity, even if that increase is incremental. Studies have shown that even a 5% improvement in 

delivery rate can improve email marketing profitability by as much as three to four times.8 Using 

technology that can improve email delivery by adapting email streams based upon real-time infor-

mation from ISPs will help to improve inbox placement. However, providing relevant content and 

honoring customer preferences is what will ultimately reduce customer complaints and improve a 

sender’s reputation. Seeking to improve the profitability metrics of email should be the short-term 

goal. Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the entire messaging infra- structure should be 

the longer-term goal.

CONSOLIDATION IMPROVES MESSAGE RELEVANCE TOO

Organizations that embrace a unified solution for enterprise messaging realize not just lower operating 

costs, but they are also better equipped to deliver messages across channels in a more relevant 

manner. Consumers have clearly stated that irrelevant messages will be ignored, which can impact a 

brand’s reputation adversely. With cost savings of 75% or more, the business efficiency gains of the 

unified messaging approach cannot be dismissed. The gains come from providing for an improved 

customer communications experience cannot be ignored either. The alignment of business and 

strategic interests is why this approach makes sense as the customer communication landscape 

continues to undergo rapid change.
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ABOUT SPARKPOST

SparkPost is the cloud solution from the world’s number one email infrastructure provider, whose 

customers — including Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Groupon, Salesforce, Marketo, Pinterest, Zillow and 

Comcast — send over 3 trillion messages a year, over 25% of the world’s legitimate email. Our service 

outperforms every other cloud or on-premises alternative, and these companies choose us to provide 

the deliverability, speed and insight they need to drive customer engagement for their business.
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